
Accessories

The All-New Kia



• Stylish designs

• Structural integrity

• Intensive testing

Genuine Wheels

4. Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

J7400ADE06XBC

3. Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

J7400ADE06XBL

2. Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

J7400ADE06X

6. Alloy wheel 18" Hanyang

G5400ADE08XBC

5. Locking wheel nuts and key

LP490ADU00

1. Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

J7400ADE06XGR

Explore...
       your options

Whatever you’re looking for, from the boldest sporty 
designs to the distinctly elegant, you’ll find the perfect 
eye-catching wheels that add your own personal touch 
to your All-New Kia XCeed. And of course they are all 
engineered to Kia’s exacting standards.

7. Alloy wheel 18" Hanyang

G5400ADE08XGR

Part Number Wheels Details

1 J7400ADE06XGR (graphite) Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

16" five spoke alloy wheel, 6.5Jx16, suitable for 205/60 R16 tyres. 
Cap is included, original nuts can be used.

2 J7400ADE06X (silver) Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

3 J7400ADE06XBL (black) Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

4 J7400ADE06XBC (bicolour) Alloy wheel 16" Anyang

5 LP490ADU00 Locking wheel nuts and key
These locking wheel nuts provide reliable protection against theft. Enjoy the peace 
of mind of knowing that your alloy wheels are staying right where they belong.

6 G5400ADE08XBC (bicolour) Alloy wheel 18" Hanyang 18" five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/45 R18 tyres. 
Cap is included, original nuts can be used.7 G5400ADE08XGR (graphite) Alloy wheel 18" Hanyang

8 J7F40AK000 (not shown)
TPMS Kit- Tyre Pressure 
Monitoring System Kit

This TPMS kit lets you check the air pressure in your tyres at all times.
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Decals, racing stripes
Add extra sportiness to your ride with sleek and aerodynamic lines. 

The top quality decals are precision-cut to fit the contours of your 

All-New Kia XCeed and are available in glossy black, glossy red or matt 

white. Resistant to extreme climatic conditions and frequent carwash 

use. Professional fitting by an expert is recommended.

Declare…
  your individuality

It’s already an eye-catcher. But you can still add  
your own personality markers with ideas that take  
your All-New Kia XCeed to a new level. A perfect fit,  
perfect quality, and a perfect reflection of your  
own dynamic style. 

J7200ADE00BL (glossy black)

J7200ADE00RD (glossy red)

J7200ADE00WH (matt white)



LED footwell illumination 
Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with 

this premium touch that bathes the front 

footwell in exquisite ambient light whenever the 

doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine 

starts. Available in stylish red and classic white.

66650ADE20 (red, first row)

66650ADE20W (white, first row)

LED boot and tailgate lights 
Never feel helpless again while trying to find some specific item in the dark. Or step into something while doing so. The 

LED boot and tailgate lights come to life as soon as you open the tailgate. Enjoy perfect visibility in and outside your boot! 

66652ADE00

LED door projectors, Kia logo 
Make a stylish entrance in the darkness – 

with subtle yet sharp beams for gorgeous 

ambient ground lighting, featuring the Kia logo. 

Automatically activated when the front doors 

are opened.

66651ADE00K

LED puddle lights 
The spotlight is on whenever you open the car 

door. These LED puddle lights add a distinctive 

yet subtle glow for a unique entrance and 

increased visibility, especially in darkness.

66651ADE00
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Door mirror caps 
Attention to detail can make all the difference. 

Raise the overall visual impact of your All-New 

Kia XCeed by complementing its exterior  

styling with these brushed or high-gloss 

stainless steel caps.

J7431ADE00ST (chrome optic)

J7431ADE00BR (brushed)

brushedchrome optic

Side trim lines 
These uniquely elegant brushed or high-gloss 

stainless steel mouldings accentuate the side 

contours of your All-New Kia XCeed with a 

subtle optical touch.

J7271ADE50ST (chrome optic)

J7271ADE50BR (brushed)

brushedchrome optic

Rear bumper trim line 
A small detail, with a sophisticated touch. 

Introduce this refined surface finish to your  

rear bumper in delicate dark stainless steel,  

for a sleek accent along your tailgate.

J7274ADE50ST (chrome optic)

J7274ADE50BR (brushed)

brushedchrome optic

Tailgate trim line 
Add a rugged or polished edge to your  

tailgate with this trim line in brushed or  

high-gloss stainless steel. It’s eye-catching  

from the rear, and complements other  

styling features from every angle.

J7491ADE50ST (chrome optic)

J7491ADE50BR (brushed)

brushedchrome optic

Boot sill trim line 
Exclusive styling: these brushed or glossy 

stainless steel shields are ideal for adding  

a refined horizontal detail to the inner sill  

of your All-New Kia XCeed’s load area.

J7275ADE50ST (chrome optic)

J7275ADE50BR (brushed)

brushedchrome optic



• Carry more in safety

• Designed to reduce noise

• Precise engineering

Genuine Cross Bars

Adapt...
 to your lifestyle
Sudden yearning for a "get away from it all" adventure off the 
beaten track? Or the occasional need to transport bulky items? 
No problem. For your All-New Kia XCeed, we've developed a 
comprehensive range of made-to-measure carrier systems 
that add loads of extra load carrying capacity. 



Roof box 330
Heading off on holiday, you’ll probably need 

more luggage space than usual. Before you  

start cramming things in your cabin, enjoy the 

comfort of this sleek and durable roof box. 

Easy to install and with dual side opening for 

extra-fast access, it provides a space-efficient 

compartment. Lockable for added security.

66730ADE10 (dimensions: 144 x 86 x 37.5cm/ 

volume: 330L/capacity: up to 75kg)

Bike carrier Pro 

Make light work of loading and unloading your bike – simply 

and safely. Once resting on the frame holder, you can adjust 

and secure your bike single-handedly at roof height using the 

convenient rotary knobs. Carries up to 20kg. Not compatible 

with steel cross bars.

66700ADE00 

Bike carrier Active 

Make the most of an action-packed day out riding. Load and 

unload your bike with ease. It can carry up to 17kg. Not compatible  

with steel cross bars.  

66700ADE10
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Cross bars, aluminium 

Light and easy to install, these strong and perfectly fitting 

aluminium cross bars help you transport all you could possibly 

need on your next adventure. Only suitable for cars with roof rails 

fitted at factory. Suitable for vehicles with panoramic sunroof in a  

closed position. Consult your dealer for maximum payload.

J7211ADE00AL

Cross bars, steel 
A firm foundation for your rooftop transportation. These lockable steel 

cross bars are custom-made for your All-New Kia XCeed, providing 

safety and security on every journey. Only suitable for cars with roof 

rails fitted at factory. Suitable for vehicles with panoramic sunroof in a 

closed position. Consult your dealer for maximum payload.

J7211ADE00ST
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Easier transport, higher comfort: for passengers and a pet dog. 

This robust grid is easy to install and perfectly fitting between the 

rear seatbacks and roof. It makes sure everything stays securely 

where it should, without restricting the driver's rear view. 

J7150ADE50

2. Boot organizer, foldable
Perfect for quickly organizing and securing any kind of supplies, 

folding away flat making room for your next errand. With practical 

carrying straps and handholds for convenient transport outside 

your car.

66123ADE00

3. Tow bar, detachable 
Whenever you have substantial cargo in tow, this top-quality 

corrosion-resistant steel tow bar is ideal for efficient transpor- 

tation. It can be detached simply, securely and discreetly. 

J7281ADE50

4. Tow bar, fixed 
This high-quality corrosion-resistant fixed tow bar is developed  

to optimally transport loads according to the maximum towing 

and bike load capacity of your All-New Kia XCeed.

J7280ADE50

Important tow bar information 
The maximum towing capacity & vertical load (trailer usage)  

of your All-New Kia XCeed depends upon its specification. Consult 

your Kia dealer for further information. All Kia XCeed Genuine tow 

bars are corrosion resistant, certified by ISO 9227NSS salt spray 

test, and comply with OE Car Loading Standard (CARLOS) Trailer 

Coupling (TC) and Bike Carrier (BC) requirements.

Tow bar wiring kit 
Installation uses original vehicle connectors and a multi- 

functional trailer module which amplify all necessary signals. 

Compatible with both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights  

and featuring audible warning of trailer turn indicator or brake 

light malfunction. The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically 

switched off when a trailer or a bike carrier is connected. The 

13-pole based system is prepared to manage all modern caravan 

functions. In order to use its full functionality, please additionally 

order +15/+30 extension kit.

 

Please consult your dealer for further information and regarding 

the maximum towing load capacity for your vehicle. 

J7621ADE00CP (13-pole)

J7620ADE00CP (7-pole)

55621ADE01 (+15/+30 extension for 13-pole)

Based on your actual tow bar usage, adapters are available to 

temporarily change 7-pole to 13-pole or vice versa.

E919999137 (13-pole vehicle to 7-pole trailer/caravan adapter)

55622ADB00 (7-pole vehicle to 13-pole trailer/caravan adapter)

1

3

2

4

detachable fixed



Preserve…
 your condition

Our extensive range protective accessories is 
made just for the All-New Kia XCeed. Whether 
it's keeping the interior free from the effects 
of mud-caked or wet sports gear, or shielding 
the exterior paintwork from the extremes of 
weather, we've created easy-to-fit products  
that can pay dividends as time goes by. 

• High-quality materials

• Perfect fit

• Safe fixation

Genuine Mats



Being prepared is the best way to avoid potential problems. The high-quality 
exterior paintwork and interior surfaces of your All-New Kia XCeed are made to 
withstand extremes. And our specially created accessories have been created to 
provide even more protection.

 Protect…
   your possessions

All weather mats 

Whatever adventure you've been on, don't worry about wet, 

muddy or sandy shoes when you get back in the car. These 

durable floor mats protect the whole of your cabin floor.  

Features the All-New Kia XCeed logo and fixing points to  

hold them firmly in place. 

J7131ADE60 (Set of 4)

Textile floor mats, velour 

Keep your cabin unblemished for longer. These high-quality velour 

floor mats will protect your All-New Kia XCeed’s interior from 

everyday dirt and enhance its look at the same time. They feature 

the All-New Kia XCeed logo in the front row and are held in place 

with fixing points and anti-slip backing.

J7143ADE60 (Set of 4)
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Boot mat, reversible 

You have different cargo depending on the situation.  

This dual-function boot mat gives you versatile protection –  

with the soft cushioning of high-quality velour on one side and  

a resilient dirt-resistant surface on the other.

J7120ADE50 (applicable for luggage board in upper position)

Boot liner 

However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custom-made liner 

will protect your boot area. It is durable, anti-slip and waterproof 

with raised edges. Carries the All-New Kia XCeed logo.

J7122ADE50 (applicable for luggage board in upper position)

Rear bumper protection foils
Enjoy peace of mind when loading and unloading frequently – knowing 

that the top surface of your rear bumper is reliably protected from 

possible scrapes and scuffs. Available in black and transparent.

J7272ADE50BL (black) 

J7272ADE50TR (transparent)



Not just for you, but for everybody onboard. Whether it’s keeping the kids 
entertained on long journeys, banishing frosted windscreens on winter nights,  
or preventing creases in clothes on the way to that important appointment,  
we’ve got what it takes.

Extra
    Comfort…
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rtMudguard kit, front and rear

In bad weather and on rough terrain, protect the 

underbody and doors of your All-New Kia XCeed 

from excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray with 

these sleek mudguards.

J7460ADE10X (front)

J7460ADE30X (rear)

Side door mouldings
Add even more sporty elegance to the sleek profile lines of your car, and  

protect your side bodywork from scratches and scrapes at the same time.  

Can be painted in your car’s colour for one cohesive finish.

J7271ADE00BL

Door handle recess protection foils
Door handle recesses are particularly prone to potential wear over 

time. These foils counter this issue, keeping your paintwork here 

looking like new and free of any fingernail or key scratches.

66272ADE00

1. Ice/sunscreen
Drive off straight away in comfort, even in 

extreme weather. Protects your cabin from 

heat build-up on hot sunny days, and ensures 

frost protection for your windscreen and front 

windows in freezing temperatures. It is theft-

proof when fitted. J7723ADE00

2. Rear seat entertainment  
cradle for iPad®

TV shows, movies, games – now your passengers 

can enjoy them all on the road and pass the time 

quicker on long journeys. Rotate and tilt for the 

best possible viewing experience. Fits to iPad® 1, 

2, 3&4 and iPad®Air 1&2. Charging feature and 

iPad® not included. 66582ADE01

3. Business suit hanger
Crease-free, stress-free. This business suit 

hanger is easy to attach to the front seat and 

just as quick to detach and use elsewhere – 

like in your office or at the hotel room. Must 

be removed if the rear seat is occupied. 

66770ADE10

4. Take-away hook
Avoid leaks and spillages when transporting 

take-away food and drink with this discreet 

hook. Mounted on the lower passenger side  

of the centre console. 66743ADE00

2 3 4

1



Key ring – leather
Trendy plaited key ring made of 

bicolour textile leather, with shiny 

black metal buckle and ring, and 

embossed logo.

Pocket umbrella
High-quality pocket umbrella 

with textile leather handle and 

automatic open-and-close 

function. Kia logo printed tone  

on tone on one panel.

Multi-cable car  
charger set
USB car charger with 2 USB slots. 

Multi connecting wire with various 

adapters. Packed in high-quality 

EVA case with nylon cover.

Travel mug 
Double-walled black thermo mug 

made of stainless steel, 100%  

leak-proof. Your ideal companion  

in the car, office or on the road.  

With red Kia logo and unique 

diamond pattern. 

Added Safety…
Like you, looking after both your family and your All-New Kia XCeed will 
always be at the top of our list of priorities. Our certified safety 
products conform to the latest EU legislation, and our car-care products 
will keep your car in a tip-top condition that you can be proud of.

Warning triangle
Be prepared in unexpected situations. If your 

vehicle gets stranded, this high-visibility, light-

weight triangle provides effective warning to 

approaching vehicles. Lightweight, stable and 

foldable. It complies with the current UNECE 

regulation ECE-R27, and is a legal requirement  

in most European countries.

66942ADE00

Safety vest 
Give your safety top priority with this high-

visibility neon vest with reflective strips for 

maximum visibility in daylight and darkness. 

Easy to stow in the door storage, it complies 

with EN 20471, and is a legal requirement in 

most European countries. One size fits all. 

66941ADE00 (one vest)

Safety bag 
Make sure you’re fully kitted out for unforeseen 

scenarios on the road. This safety bag contains 

two safety vests, a warning triangle and a  

first aid kit that complies with current DIN 

13164: 2014, a legal requirement in several 

European countries.

66940ADE00

Summer car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen wash to 

keep your view of the road crystal-clear and smear-free. The insect 

remover spray removes stubborn insect remains from the windscreen 

and headlights. Formulated especially for alloy wheels, the rim cleaner 

spray simplifies the removal of brake dust and grime. The extra 

sponge helps to wipe away tough blemishes from glass surfaces. 

LP974APE102K
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Winter car care kit & Ice scraper with glove
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash to ensure 

that your wipers run smoothly over the windscreen. Plus a windscreen 

de-icer pump spray that helps to clear frozen windows and prevent 

re-icing. An ice scraper speeds up the removal of ice, and a sponge  

wipes away condensation from the windows. LP973APE109K 

Ice scraper with glove: LP950APE01K



Q U A L I T Y  R E D E F I N E D

YEAR WARRANTY

All information and illustrations are based on data available at the time of print 
(February 2020) and are subject to change without notice. Contact your local 
Kia dealer for current information and full warranty details including terms and 
conditions. Imagery shown throughout this brochure is for illustrative purposes 
only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily standard 
across the All-New Kia XCeed range.

Kia Motors (UK) Ltd
Walton Green
Walton-On-Thames
Surrey
KT12 1FJ
Freephone: 0333 2022990
www.kia.com/uk

kia.com/uk


